American Privilege™

We believe that every person in the United States should feel and recognize how privileged they are to be living in the country.

This is the greatest nation in the world – and the moment anyone is born here they win the lottery of life. America leads the world economically, scientifically, culturally and militarily – and the people of the United States have opportunity and freedom on a scale that no other country in the world can claim.

Many people discuss privilege in racial or financial terms, but few ever mention American privilege.

American privilege is something that should be taught as an “advantage”, as an “edge”, empowering Americans to live to their full potential. At FLAG, we seek to educate and inspire people to embrace their American Privilege.

Want to learn more about these ideas? FLAG has whole brand of additional educational materials and a speaker series on American Privilege™. Contact sadie@flagusa.org for to ask about these additional educational materials or to schedule a speaker on American Privilege™.